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ABSTRACT

1

Knowledge Graph (KG) embeddings are a powerful tool for predicting missing links in KGs. Existing techniques typically represent a
KG as a set of triplets, where each triplet (h, r , t) links two entities
h and t through a relation r , and learn entity/relation embeddings
from such triplets while preserving such a structure. However, this
triplet representation oversimplifies the complex nature of the data
stored in the KG, in particular for hyper-relational facts, where each
fact contains not only a base triplet (h, r , t), but also the associated
key-value pairs (k, v). Even though a few recent techniques tried to
learn from such data by transforming a hyper-relational fact into
an n-ary representation (i.e., a set of key-value pairs only without
triplets), they result in suboptimal models as they are unaware of
the triplet structure, which serves as the fundamental data structure
in modern KGs and preserves the essential information for link prediction. To address this issue, we propose HINGE, a hyper-relational
KG embedding model, which directly learns from hyper-relational
facts in a KG. HINGE captures not only the primary structural
information of the KG encoded in the triplets, but also the correlation between each triplet and its associated key-value pairs. Our
extensive evaluation shows the superiority of HINGE on various
link prediction tasks over KGs. In particular, HINGE consistently
outperforms not only the KG embedding methods learning from
triplets only (by 0.81-41.45% depending on the link prediction tasks
and settings), but also the methods learning from hyper-relational
facts using the n-ary representation (by 13.2-84.1%).

Knowledge Graphs (KGs), such as Freebase [2], Google’s Knowledge
Graph [12] or Wikidata [40], have become a key asset powering
a large range of Web applications ranging from semantic search
[41] to question-answering [46], query expansion [13], or recommendation systems [48]. KGs are typically represented through a
set of triplets; each triplet head, relation, tail, or (h, r , t) for short,
encodes a relation connecting a head entity and a tail entity, such as
Switzerland (head) hasCurrency (relation) Swiss franc (tail). While
modern KGs typically contain rich and high-quality data, they are
also known to suffer from an incompleteness issue, i.e., missing
facts. For example, 71% of all people from Freebase have no place of
birth [26], even though this is a mandatory property of the schema
[39]. Against this background, Knowledge Graph completion problems have been widely studied. A central problem in this context is
to predict the missing links in a KG (a.k.a. link prediction). More
precisely, given two elements of a triplet, the task is to predict the
missing one, such as (?, r, t), (h, ?, t) or (h, r , ?), where the question
mark represents the missing entity/relation.
In the current literature, Knowledge Graph embeddings have
been shown as a powerful tool for such link predictions [35]. The
key idea of KG embeddings is to learn a latent (and low-dimensional)
vector representation of entities/relations (i.e., entity/relation embeddings) from a set of triplets in a KG, while preserving the essential information for link prediction in the KG. For example,
TransE [3], a typical KG embedding technique, models a relation as
a vector-plus operation between two entities h+r ≈ t; subsequently,
when predicting the missing links, a new fact can be asserted by
evaluating ||h + r − t ||.
Despite its broad adoption, the triple-based representation of a
KG often oversimplifies the complex nature of the data stored in
the KG, in particular for hyper-relational data (a.k.a. multi-fold [38]
or n-ary [14] relational data), where each fact contains multiple
relations and entities. Figure 1(a) shows an example about Marie
Curie’s education from Wikidata: it contains a base triplet: (h, r, t)
{Marie Curie, educated at, University of Paris}, as well as further
information associated with the triplet, represented as key-value
(relation-entity) pairs1 (k, v) including {academic major, physics},
{academic degree, Master of Science}, etc.
Such hyper-relational data is ubiquitous in KGs. Taking Freebase as an example, more than 30% of its entities are involved in
such hyper-relational facts [38]. When learning KG embeddings,
those hyper-relational facts have to be transformed into triplets
by either 1) keeping the base triplet only from a hyper-relational
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INTRODUCTION

use the term key-value (k, v) denoting a relation-entity pair here to emphasize
its difference from the triplet (h, r, t ), even though h , t and v are entities while r and
k are relations.

1 We
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(a) A hyper-relational fact
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(b) N-ary representation of the fact

Figure 1: An example of a hyper-relational fact and its corresponding n-ary representation

fact, e.g., (h, r , t) in the above example, causing irreversible information loss; 2) creating additional triplets from a hyper-relational
fact via reification [4], where an artificial entity is used to represent
the base triplet q := (h, r, t) and additional triplets are created as
(q, k, v); or 3) creating additional triplets from a hyper-relational
fact via relation paths [38], where we link h to v via an artificial reb representing a relation path r → k, resulting in additional
lation rk
b v). Although the latter two transformations preserve
triplets (h, rk,
the complete information of a hyper-relational fact, the extra entities/relations they artificially introduce confuse KG embeddings
methods, preventing them from capturing key structural properties
of the original input graph (see Section 4.3 for more detail).
Against this background, in this paper, we investigate the problem of hyper-relational Knowledge Graph embedding. In the current literature, a few recent studies consider such hyper-relational
data [14, 38, 49]. These works consider a set of relations as a socalled n-ary (or multi-fold) relation, while the associated entities
then become instances of that relation. Figure 1(b) shows an n-ary
representation of the above example about Marie Curie. An n-ary
relation “education” is extracted from the hyper-relational fact, containing the following four relations: education_head, education_tail,
education_major and education_degree; the hyper-relational fact is
then represented as a set of key-value (relation-entity) pairs only,
i.e., {education_head:Marie Curie, education_tail:University of Paris,
education_major:Physics, education_degree:Master of Science}. Subsequently, using such an n-ary representation, existing approaches
to link prediction either learn to model the relatedness of entities
[38, 49], or learn from the relatedness between entity/relation pairs
[14]. However, the n-ary representation of a hyper-relational fact
(as a set of key-value pairs without triplets) treats each key-value
pair in the fact equally, which is not compatible with the schema
used by modern KGs. Specifically, as triplets still serve as the fundamental data structure in modern KGs, they preserve the essential
information for link prediction. In other words, key-value pairs
(k, v) on a hyper-relational fact should not be treated identically
as base triplet (h, r, t). In our experiments, we conduct a hypothesis test and experimentally show that embeddings learnt from the
original base triplets (from a set hyper-relational facts) consistently
and significantly outperform (by 58.3-125.27%) embeddings learnt
from the same number of triplets created by a null model, where
one triplet is extracted from the n-ary representation of each hyperrelational fact (represented a set of key-value pairs) via a randomly
sampled relation path [38] (see Section 4.2 for more detail). Such an
observation suggests that it is highly beneficial to directly capture
the structure of the base triplets in hyper-relational facts.

Motivated by the above observation, we propose in this paper
HINGE, a Hyper-relatIonal kNowledge Graph Embedding model.
HINGE is designed to directly learn from hyper-relational facts in
a KG, capturing not only the primary structural information of the
KG encoded in the triplets, but also the correlation between each
triplet and its associated key-value pairs (if any). More precisely, for
each hyper-relational fact, we first design two convolutional neural network pipelines, which learn 1) from the base triplet (h, r , t),
generating a triple-wise relatedness feature vector for h, r and t,
and 2) from each key-value pair (k, v) associated with the triplet
together with the triplet itself, generating a quintuple-wise relatedness feature vector between h, r , t, k and v, respectively. Afterward,
we compute the overall relatedness feature vector for the hyperrelational fact by taking the minimum value along each feature
dimension over the triple-wise relatedness feature vector and all
the quintuple-wise relatedness feature vectors. The basic assumption behind this operation is that for a valid hyper-relational fact,
both the relatedness for the base triplet (h, r, t) and the relatedness
between each key-value pair (k, v) and the base triplet should be
high; subsequently, the minimum relatedness along each feature
dimension is expected to be high. Finally, we use a fully connected
projection to output the predicted score from the overall relatedness
feature vector for the input hyper-relational fact.
Our contributions are hence four-fold:
• We investigate the problem of hyper-relational Knowledge Graph
embedding, where each fact contains not only a base triplet, but
also associated key-value pairs;
• We discuss a key limitation of a commonly used representation
scheme for hyper-relational data (i.e., using a set of key-value
pairs only). We empirically verify its limitation, showing that
triplets serve as the fundamental data structure underpinning
modern KGs and indeed encode the essential information for link
prediction;
• We introduce HINGE, a Hyper-relatIonal kNowledge Graph
Embedding model, designed to directly learn from hyper-relational
facts in a KG, capturing not only the primary structural information of the KG encoded in the triplets, but also the correlation
between each triplet and its associated key-value pairs;
• We conduct a thorough evaluation of our method compared to
a sizable collection of baselines on two real-world KG datasets.
Our results show that compared to nine state-of-the-art KG embedding methods learning from triplets only, HINGE consistently
achieves better performance, yielding an improvement of 0.8141.45% on various link prediction tasks (i.e., head/tail or relation
prediction) with different data transformation settings (e.g., keeping base triplet only, via reification or relation paths) over the
best-performing baseline methods on individual tasks. Moreover,
compared to methods learning from hyper-relational facts using an n-ary representation, HINGE shows improvements of
13.2-84.1% across different link prediction tasks over the bestperforming baseline methods on individual tasks.

2

RELATED WORK

Graph embeddings have become a key paradigm to learn representations of nodes in a graph and facilitate downstream graph
analysis tasks [5, 16, 45]. As a specific type of graphs, Knowledge
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Graphs contain both semantic-enriched nodes (entities) and edges
(relations). Therefore, KG embedding techniques learn representations of entities and relations in a KG by preserving the relations
between entities [35]. In the following, we briefly discuss existing
KG Embedding techniques learning from 1) triplets only, 2) triplets
with other data, and 3) hyper-relational facts.

entities across different KGs) [24]. These works mainly focus on using multi-modal data to enrich the representation of entities, while
triplets remain the only relational representation between entities,
which differs from our work focusing on hyper-relational facts. Second, some related techniques learn entity/relation embeddings from
triplets in a KG jointly with third-party data sources, in particular
with text (e.g., Wikipedia articles) [6, 10, 15, 29, 33, 36, 42, 43, 47, 50].
These works focus on combining the advantages of a KG with further (textual) data sources to learn both entity/relation and word
embeddings simultaneously, which is different from our work learning from a KG only while considering hyper-relational facts.

2.1

KG Embeddings from Triplets

In the current literature, most of the existing KG embedding techniques learn from a set of triplets (h, r , t) extracted from an input
KG. These techniques can be classified into two broad categories,
i.e., translational distance models and semantic matching models
[28]. First, translational distance models exploit distance-based
scoring functions to create the embeddings. One representative
model of this family is TransE [3], which creates embeddings from
triplets (h, r, t) such that the relation between the head and tail
entities are preserved as h + r ≈ t. Several works further improve
TransE to capture richer KG structures—such as multi-mapping
relations (one-to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many)—using
more sophisticated scoring function involving relation-specific hyperplanes [37] or spaces [9, 18, 22], for example. Second, semantic
matching models exploit similarity-based scoring functions. One
typical model in that context is RESCAL [27]. It represents each
entity as a vector and each relation as a matrix, and uses a bilinear function to model the relation between two entities. Several
works also extend RESCAL by putting a specific focus on reducing the model complexity [44], by capturing asymmetric relations
[34], or by modeling non-linear relations using neural networks
[1, 7, 25, 30, 31].
However, representing a KG using triplets only often oversimplifies the complex nature of the data stored in the KG, in particular for
hyper-relational data, where each fact contains multiple relations
and entities (see example above). Even though a hyper-relational
fact can be transformed to triplets by either keeping the base triplets
only or creating additional triplets via reification [4] or relation
paths [38], none of these transformations is ideal for knowledge
graph embeddings, as the former transformation setting incurs irreversible information loss in the KG embeddings while the latter two
settings generate additional entities/relations distracting the KG
embedding method from capturing the essential information for
link prediction (see our experimental results in Section 4.3 for more
detail on this). Therefore, it would be highly beneficial to learn KG
embeddings directly from such hyper-relational facts.

2.2

KG Embeddings from Triplets with other
Data

We also note that there are a few works on KG embeddings considering other data together with the triplets. According to the sources
of such data, these works can be classified into two categories, i.e.,
data in the KG and third-party data. First, except triplets linking entities via relations, other data contained in a KG can be incorporated
into KG embeddings. For example, multi-modal attributes associated with entities (a.k.a. literals), such as non-discrete numerical
literals [11, 32] or text literal [20], have been shown to improve the
KG embeddings on various tasks; images associated with entities
have also been used to improve entity matching tasks (matching

2.3

KG Embeddings from Hyper-Relational
Facts

Some recent works on KG embeddings started to consider hyperrelational data (a.k.a. multi-fold or n-ary relational data) [14, 38, 49].
More precisely, these works transform a hyper-relational fact into
an n-ary representation, i.e., a set of key-value (relation-entity)
pairs while completely avoiding triplets. For example, in [14], a
hyper-relational fact (h, r , t) with (k, v) is transformed into {rh :h,
r t :t, k:v} by converting the relation r into two keys rh and r t , associated with head h and tail t, respectively. Using this representation,
these works learn the relatedness between entity/relation pairs for
predicting missing links in KGs. Specifically, m-TransH [38] models
the interaction between entities involved in each fact in order to
perform link prediction on missing entities. RAE [49] further extends m-TransH by considering the relatedness between entities
in each fact for performing instance reconstruction, i.e., predicting one or multiple missing entities in a fact. As these two works
capture only the relatedness between entities and can thus only
predict missing entities, NaLP [14] was later proposed to model
the relatedness between key-value (relation-entity) pairs contained
in each fact, which enables the prediction of either a missing key
(relation) or a missing value (entity).
However, transforming a hyper-relational fact into an n-ary
representation (i.e., as a set of key-value pairs) is inherently incompatible with the schema used by modern KGs, where triplets
still serve as the fundamental data structure. In other words, keyvalue pairs (k, v) on a hyper-relational fact should not be treated
identically to base triplets (h, r, t), as the latter actually preserves
the essential information for link prediction in the KGs. We also
empirically verify this point in our experiments (see Section 4.2 for
more detail). Therefore, in this paper, we design HINGE to directly
learn from the base triplets even for hyper-relational facts, while
simultaneously learning from the associated key-value pairs also.

3

LEARNING FROM HYPER-RELATIONAL
FACTS

In this section, we introduce HINGE, a hyper-relational KG embedding model learning directly from hyper-relational facts. We
introduce a couple of formal definitions:
Definition 3.1. Hyper-relational fact: A hyper-relational fact
contains a base triplet (h, r , t) and a set of associated key-value
pairs (ki , vi ), i = 1, ..., n.
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Definition 3.2. Triple fact: A triple fact contains a triplet (h, r, t)
only.
Based on these definitions, we start below by discussing our
main design principle and goals, before presenting our proposed
model in detail.

3.1

Design Principle and Goals

As triplets are indeed the fundamental data structure in modern
KGs and thus preserve the essential information for link prediction
in the KGs, our main design principle is to, on one hand, learn
embeddings directly from this primary data source (triplets) in
order to preserve the essential information for link prediction in
the KG to a maximum extent, while on the other hand also learning
the relatedness between a triplet and its associated key-value pairs
(if any). Following this principle, we set the three following goals:
I) Effectively learning from both triple facts and hyper-relational
facts. Specifically, as not all facts are hyper-relational in a KG
(e.g., 30% of entities are involved in such hyper-relational
facts in Freebase [38]), the embedding model should be
highly effective at learning both from triple facts and from
hyper-relational facts. In other words, the incorporation of
key-value pairs from hyper-relational facts should not distract the main learning process from the triplets.
II) Leveraging key-value pairs when learning from the base triplets
in hyper-relational facts. For each hyper-relational fact, the
base triplet is associated with a set of key-value pairs providing further information about the base triplet. As the base
triplet remains the primary data source for modeling the
hyper-relational fact, the embedding model should be designed to leverage key-value pairs to improve the learning
process from the triplet.
III) Learning from an arbitrary number of key-value pairs from a
hyper-relational fact. As the number of key-value pairs involved in hyper-relational facts varies, the embedding model
should be able to effectively handle an arbitrary number of
key-value pairs in a hyper-relational fact.
We built HINGE with those goals in mind, in order to effectively
learn embeddings from both triple and hyper-relational facts.

3.2

HINGE

Figure 2 illustrates our proposed model HINGE. It is designed to
directly learn from hyper-relational facts in a KG, capturing not
only the primary structural information of the KG encoded in the
triplets, but also the relatedness between each triplet and its associated key-value pairs (if any). More precisely, HINGE consists
of three parts. For each hyper-relational fact containing a base
triplet (h, r, t) and associated key-value pairs (ki , vi ), i = 1, ..., n,
it 1) learns from the base triplet (h, r , t), generating a triple-wise
relatedness feature vector for h, r and t, and 2) learns from each
key-value pair (k, v) associated with the base triplet together with
the triplet itself, generating the quintuple-wise relatedness feature
vector between h, r , t, k and v, respectively. Afterward, it 3) merges
these relatedness feature vectors to generate a final prediction score
for the input hyper-relational fact. In the following, we present the
details of these three modules.
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3.2.1 Learning from Triplets. In both triple or hyper-relational
facts, (base) triplets encode the primary structural information of a
KG, and thus capture essential information for link prediction in
the KG. To learn from a (base) triplet (h, r, t), we resort to a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to model the intrinsic interaction
between the three elements in the triplet, i.e., head h, relation r and
tail t, in order to generate a triple-wise relatedness feature vector.
More precisely, as shown in Figure 2, we start by concatenating
® r®, t® ∈ RK (K is the
the three corresponding embedding vectors h,
embedding dimension) into an “image” T ∈ R3×K , which is the
input for a 2D convolutional layer with n f filters of size 3 × 3.
The filter of size 3 is chosen to capture the triple-wise relatedness
® r® and t®. This layer returns n f feature maps of size K − 2,
between h,
which are then flattened into a triple-wise relatedness vector ϕ® ∈
R1×n f (K −2) . This relatedness vector ϕ® can be used to characterize
the plausibility of a (base) triplet (h, r , t) of being true.
3.2.2 Learning from Key-Value Pairs. Key-value pairs contain further information describing the associated base triplet in a hyperrelational fact, which suggests that learning from key-value pairs
should be coupled with the corresponding triplet. Therefore, for
each key-value pair (ki , vi ) associated with the base triplet (h, r, t)
in a hyper-relational fact, we also resort to a CNN to capture the
interaction between each elements in the triplet and the key-value
pair, i.e., h, r , t, ki and vi , in order to generate a quintuple-wise
relatedness feature vector.
As shown in Figure 2 and similar to the case of learning from
triplets, we first concatenate the five corresponding embedding
® r®, t®, k®i , v®i ∈ RK into an “image” H ∈ R5×K , and feed
vectors h,
H to a 2D convolutional layer with n f filters of size 5 × 3. The
first dimension size 5 of the filter here is chosen to capture the
® r®, t®, k®i and v®i ; the second
quintuple-wise relatedness between h,
dimension size 3 is chosen to match the filter size of the CNN for
base triplets, in order to merge the resulting relatedness feature
vectors (see below). This layer returns n f feature maps of size
K − 2, which is then flattened into the quintuple-wise relatedness
vector ψ®i ∈ R1×n f (K −2) . This relatedness vector ψ®i can be used to
characterize the plausibility of the base triplet (h, r , t) associated
with the key-value pair (ki , vi ) being a true fact. This process is
repeated for each key-value pair (ki , vi ), i = 1, .., n, in the input
hyper-relational fact containing n key-value pairs, resulting in n
quintuple-wise relatedness vectors ψ®i , i = 1, .., n. Note that this
module is not used for triple facts, as they do not contain any
key-value pair.
3.2.3 Merging Relatedness Feature Vectors for Prediction. In the
previous two modules, for each hyper-relational fact, one triplewise relatedness vector ϕ® is generated from the base triplet (h, r, t)
while n quintuple-wise relatedness vectors ψ®i are generated from
the n key-value pairs together with the base triplet. We now wish
to merge these relatedness feature vectors in order to return a final
score for the input hyper-relational facts.
To achieve this goal, we first compute the overall relatedness
feature vector by taking the minimum value along each feature
dimension over the triple-wise relatedness feature vector and all
the quintuple-wise relatedness feature vectors. We concatenate the
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed method HINGE
triple-wise relatedness feature vectors ϕ® and the n quintuple-wise
relatedness vectors ψ®i into a matrix of size (n + 1) × n f (K − 2),
and compute the minimum value of this matrix along each column,
resulting in the overall relatedness feature vector. The underlying
assumption for this operation is that for a valid hyper-relational fact,
both 1) the relatedness for the base triplet (h, r, t) and 2) the relatedness between each key-value pair (k, v) and the base triplet (h, r, t)
should be high. While each entry of a triple-wise (or quintuplewise) relatedness feature vector actually measures the relatedness
between h, r, t (or between h, r , t, ki vi ) under a certain filter, the
minimum relatedness along each feature dimension is expected to
be high. Similar ideas have also been successfully applied by previous works to merge relatedness scores in a neural network [14].
Finally, we use a fully connected projection to output the predicted
score σ from the overall relatedness feature vector for the input
hyper-relational fact.

3.3

HINGE and Design Goals

In this section, we discuss how our proposed model HINGE fits the
goals we set above in Section 3.1.
First, to fit goal I, we adopt two separate neural network pipelines
to learn from 1) the base triplet, and from 2) the key-value pairs
together with the base triplet. In case of triple facts, only the first
module is used while the second module is not activated. In case of
hyper-relational facts (with key-value pairs), both the first and the
second modules are used. Subsequently, the CNN for base triplets
(used in the first module) is independent from the key-value pairs,
which allows it to capture the primary structural information of
the KG encoded in the triplets, and thus to preserve the essential
information for link prediction in a KG to a maximum extent.
Second, to fit goal II, we merge, via a “min” operation, the relatedness feature vectors learnt from 1) the base triplet, and 2) the
key-value pairs together with the base triplet. Such an operation ensures that the CNN for key-value pairs (used in the second module)
effectively help to evaluate the plausibility of a hyper-relational
fact. More precisely, considering a hyper-relational fact containing
a base triplet and an associated key-value pair, we obtain a triplewise relatedness vector ϕ® and a quintuple-wise relatedness vectors

ψ®. If the key-value pair are highly related to the base triplet (i.e., ψ®
has high values), the merge operation (via the “min”) ensures that
the values in the overall relatedness feature vector are determined
mostly by the values of ϕ® (i.e., relatedness for the base triplet). In
other words, the final predicted score depends mostly on the base
triplet. In contrast, if the key-value pair is poorly related to the
base triplet (i.e., ψ® has low values), the merge (“min”) operation
ensures that the values in the overall relatedness feature vector are
low (i.e., they are determined mainly based on the values of ψ®). In
other words, the overall relatedness of the hyper-relational fact is
low, because the key-value pair is poorly related to the base triplet,
which further implies that this fact is less probably a true fact.
Third, goal III is automatically fulfilled with our merge operation.
For the case of multiple key-value pairs (ki , vi ), i = 1, ..., n, associated with the base triplet, each key-value pair (ki , vi ) is combined
with the base triplet to generate the corresponding quintuple-wise
relatedness feature vector ψ®i . Subsequently, our merging (via the
“min”) operation is able to take an arbitrary number of quintuplewise relatedness feature vectors as input.

3.4

Model Training Process

To train the model parameters, we minimize a softplus loss. More
precisely, following [14, 34], our loss function is defined as the
negative log-likelihood of the logistic model:
Õ
′
loд(1 + e −σ (ω) ) + loд(1 + e σ (ω ) )
(1)
ω ∈Ω

where Ω is the input set of hyper-relational facts. For each hyperrelational fact ω containing (h, r, t) and the associated (ki , vi ), i =
1, ..., n, one negative sample ω ′ is generated by randomly corrupting
one entity (h, t, or vi ) or relation (r or ki ). σ (ω) and σ (ω ′ ) denote
the predicted score of our HINGE model for the true fact ω and the
negative fact ω ′ , respectively.
The loss function 1 is minimized using the Adam stochastic
optimizer [19], and the model parameters are learnt via back propagation. Specifically, we use rectified linear units (ReLU) as the
non-linearity activation function [21] and batch normalization [17]
after the two CNN layers for fast training.
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Table 1: Statistics of the datasets
Dataset
#Entity
#Relation
#Fact
(training)
#Fact
(test)

4

Only triple
Only hyper-relational
Total
Only triple
Only hyper-relational
Total

JF17K
28,645
322
44,210 57.8%
32,169 42.2%
76,379 100%
10,417 42.4%
14,151 57.6%
24,568 100%

WikiPeople
34,839
375
280,520 97.4%
7,389
2.6%
287,918 100%
36,597 97.4%
971
2.6%
37,586 100%

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate our proposed model HINGE on various
link prediction tasks. In the following, we start by presenting our
experimental setup, followed by our results and discussions.

4.1

Experimental Setup

4.1.1 Dataset. We conduct experiments on two hyper-relational
datasets JF17K [38] and WikiPeople [14], extracted from two popular KGs, i.e., Freebase and Wikidata, respectively. Each of these two
datasets contains both triple facts and hyper-relational facts. While
JF17K was filtered from Freebase to have a significant presence
of hyper-relational facts (see [38] for more detail), WikiPeople is
extracted from Wikidata and focuses on entities of type human without any specific filtering to improve the presence of hyper-relational
facts [14]. As the original WikiPeople dataset also contains literals
(used as tails) in some facts, we filter out these non-entity literals
and the corresponding facts. Table 1 shows the main statistics of
these datasets.
4.1.2 Baselines. We compare HINGE against a sizable collection
of state-of-the-art Knowledge Graph embedding techniques from
two categories.
The first category includes models learning from triplets only.
• Translational distance models: TransE [3] learns to preserve
the relation between two entities as h + r ≈ t. TransH [37]
extends TransE to better capture multi-mapping relations by
introducing relation-specific hyperplanes. TransR [22] introduces relation-specific projections to also better capture multimapping relations. TransD [18] extends TransR by decomposing
the projection matrix into a product of two vectors. These models
minimize a margin-based ranking objective function, where we
empirically set the margin b = 1 with the L 2 -norm. In addition,
we set the learning rate to 0.001 with a stochastic gradient descent optimizer, the number of negative samples to 1, and the
batch size to 128.
• Semantic matching models: Rescal [27] represents each entity
as a vector and each relation as a matrix, and uses a bilinear function to model the relation between a pair of entities. DistMult
[44] simplifies Rescal by representing each relation embedding
as a diagonal matrix. ComplEx [34] further extends DistMult in
the complex space in order to better model both symmetric and
asymmetric relations. Analogy [23] models explicitly analogical
structures in multi-relational KG embeddings. ConvE [7] adopts
a 2D CNN to capture richer interactions between entity and relation embeddings. We set the margin b = 1 with the L 2 -norm for

Rescal. For DistMult, ComplEx and Analogy, we set the learning
rate to 0.1 with Adagrad optimizer [8], the number of negative
samples to 1, and the batch size to 128. For ConvE, we set the
learning rate to 0.003, the batch size to 128, the dropout to 0.2,
and the label smoothing value to 0.1.
The second category includes models learning from the n-ary
representation of hyper-relational facts.
• m-TransH [38] models the interaction between entities involved
in each n-ary fact. Specifically, each hyper-relational fact (h, r, t)
with (ki , vi ), i = 1, ..., n is associated with a so-called metarelation, represented as an ordered list of keys (relations), such as
R := (rh , r t , k 1 , ..., kn ); the fact is then represented as a list of ordered values associated with the meta-relation {R, (h, t, v 1 , ..., vn )}.
Using this representation, m-TransH is built on top of TransH to
capture multi-fold relations between entities in a meta-relation.
As it learns only from sets of entities in meta-relations (without
considering the exact relations in each meta-relation), it can be
applied to perform the link prediction task on missing entities
only. Following suggestions from the original paper, we empirically set its hyper-parameters as follows: the margin to 0.5, the
weight to 0.001, and the threshold to 0.01.
• RAE [49] extends m-TransH by explicitly considering the pairwise relatedness between entities in n-ary facts. Using the same
n-ary representation of hyper-relational facts, RAE further learns
from the pairwise relatedness between entities in each n-ary fact
in order to perform instance reconstruction, i.e., predicting one
or multiple missing entities. Similar to m-TransH, RAE can only
be used to predict missing entities. We search for optimal parameters by adopting the techniques described in [14] on each
dataset, and report the results with the optimal settings.
• NaLP [14] models the relatedness between key-value (relationentity) pairs contained in each n-ary fact. It represents each
hyper-relational fact (h, r , t) with (ki , vi ), i = 1, ..., n, as a set of
key-value pairs {rh :h, r t :t, ki :vi }, i = 1, ..., n by converting the
relation r into two keys rh and r t , associating with head h and
tail t, respectively. Using this representation, NaLP learns from
the pairwise relatedness between key-value pairs via a neural
network pipeline, which enables the prediction of both missing
keys (relations) or missing values (entities). Note that in NaLP,
a commonly adopted negative sampling process is used, which
randomly corrupts one key or value in a true fact. However, this
process is not fully adaptable to its n-ary represention of hyperrelational facts, in particular for keys rh and r t . For example,
when corrupting the key rh by a randomly sampled rh′ (r , r ′ ),
the negative fact becomes {rh′ :h, r t :t, ki :vi }, i = 1, ..., n. This is
unrealistic as rh′ is not compatible with r t while only one relation
r (or r ′ ) can be assumed between h and t in a hyper-relational
fact. Therefore, we propose a variant of NaLP fixing this issue.
Following the suggestion from the original paper, we adopt the
optimal hyper-parameters reported on each dataset.
• NaLP-Fix is a variant of NaLP with a fixed negative sampling
process. Specifically, when corrupting the key rh by a randomly
sampled rh′ (r , r ′ ), we also corrupt r t by r t′ , resulting in a
negative fact {rh′ :h, r t′ :t, ki :vi }, i = 1, ..., n. Subsequently for this
negative fact, only a single relation r ′ links h and t, which is a
realistic case. Similarly, when corrupting r t , we also corrupt rh
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in the same way. We keep using the same hyper-parameters as
for NaLP.
For our HINGE model, we empirically set the number of filters
n f in both CNNs to 400, the batch size to 128, and the learning
rate to 0.0001. The embedding size is set to 100 for all methods, if
not specified otherwise. The implementation of HINGE and used
datasets are available here2 .
4.1.3 Dataset Configuration. As discussed in the introduction, hyperrelational facts need to be transformed into triplets for the models
that can learn from triplets only. There are three common settings
for such a transformation.
• Basic: Only the base triplet (h, r, t) from a hyper-relational fact
is kept, while removing all its associated key-value pairs. This
setting causes irreversible information loss.
• Relation Path [38]: For each hyper-relational fact containing a
base triplet (h, r, t) and associated key-value pairs (ki , vi ), i =
1, ..., n, each pair of entities are linked via an artificially created
relation path. For example, h is linked to vi via a virtual relation
ci representing a relation path r → ki , resulting in an additional
rk
ci , vi ). This setting creates extra relations and facts.
triplet (h, rk
• Reification [4]: For each hyper-relational fact containing keyvalue pairs (ki , vi ), i = 1, ..., n, an artificial entity is used to
represent the base triplet q := (h, r , t), and then additional triplets
are created as (q, ki , vi ), i = 1, .., n. This setting also creates extra
entities and triplets.
In addition, we denote the original hyper-relational facts as the
Original setting.
4.1.4 Evaluation Tasks and Metrics. Link prediction is a typical
task for Knowledge Graph completion. Given two elements of a
triplet in a (hyper-relational) fact, the task is to predict the missing
one, such as (?, r , t), (h, ?, t) or (h, r, ?), where the question mark
represents the missing entity/relation. In this paper, we conduct
experiments in all of these three cases, i.e., predicting a missing
head, relation, or tail. We describe our evaluation protocols below
by taking the case of predicting missing heads (?, r , t) as an example. For the triplet (?, r , t) in one test (hyper-relational) fact, we
replace the missing head with all the entities, resulting in a set of
candidate (hyper-relational) facts. Among those candidate facts,
in addition to the testing fact itself, other corrupted facts might
also be true facts (i.e., existing in the training/test datasets); these
facts are thus removed from the candidate facts. Afterward, the
resulting candidate facts are fed into an embedding model to output predicted scores. By ranking the candidate facts according to
their corresponding scores, we generate a predicted ranking list of
entities for the missing head. By repeating the evaluation process
over all test facts in the test dataset, we report Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR), Hits@10 and Hits@1, which are widely used metrics
for link prediction tasks [14]. The same evaluation protocol and
metrics also apply to predicting missing relations (h, ?, t) and tails
(h, r, ?). As predicting missing heads or tails is essentially predicting
missing entities, we report average results on these two cases (denoted as “Head/Tail Prediction”), while we report individual results
for relation prediction.
2 https://github.com/eXascaleInfolab/HINGE_code/
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4.2

Limitation of N-Ary Representation

In this experiment, we experimentally show the limitation of the
n-ary representation of a hyper-relational fact (represented as a
set of key-value pairs without triplets). Specifically, most of the
existing works on learning KG embeddings from hyper-relational
facts [14, 38, 49] transform a hyper-relational fact into a set of keyvalue (relation-entity) pairs while completely avoiding triplets. For
example, NaLP [14] transforms a hyper-relational fact (h, r, t) with
(ki , vi ), i = 1, ..., n, into a set of key-value pairs {rh :h, r t :t, ki :vi }, i =
1, ..., n by converting relation r into two keys rh and r t , associated
with head h and tail t, respectively. Subsequently in the embedding
learning process, these key-value pairs are treated equally. However,
we argue that as triplets still serve as the fundamental data structure
in the modern KGs, they preserve the essential information for link
prediction in KGs. In other words, key-value pairs (k, v) on a hyperrelational fact should not be treated equally as base triplets (h, r, t).
To verify this point, we define an extra setting, the null model,
for dataset transformation. The null model reconstructs one triplet
from each n-ary relational fact {rh :h, r t :t, ki :vi }, i = 1, ..., n, via a
randomly sampled relation path [38], such as (h, rd
h ki , vi ). Note that
if we only sample the relation path rd
h r t , we reconstruct the original
base triplet (h, rd
h r t , t) (corresponding to the Basic setting). With
this null model, we make a null hypothesis: The information for link
prediction encoded by the original base triplets is not greater than
the triplets created by the null model. We test this null hypothesis
by performing link prediction tasks using all nine baseline models
learning from triplets on the two sets of triplets, i.e., on the original
basic triplets and the triplets created by the null model.
Table 2 shows the results on both datasets. Comparing the results
from the two data transformation settings basic and null model, we
clearly observe that the performance from the original base triplets
is consistently and significantly better than the performance from
the triplets created by the null model, with an average improvement3 of 77.5% in head/tail prediction and 58.3% in relation prediction on the WikiPeople dataset (125.2% and 114.9% on JFK17K,
respectively). To further verify this point, we conduct one-tailed
paired t-test on the results using the original base triplets and the
results using the triplets created by the null model from the same
set of nine baselines, for each metric and each link prediction task.
The test results consistently reject the null hypothesis at the 0.01
significance level (p-value ≪ 0.01). Therefore, we verify that the
information encoded by the original base triplets is significantly
greater than the triplets created by the null model for link prediction. In other words, compared to the key-value pairs, the base
triplets in hyper-relational facts preserve the essential information
for link prediction in KGs; this finding indeed corresponds to the
fundamental design principle behind our new technique HINGE.

4.3

Link Prediction Performance Comparison

In this experiment, we compare the link prediction performance of
HINGE against all baselines under different dataset transformation
settings. Table 2 shows the results on both datasets. For each dataset
transformation setting, we highlight the best-performing method
on each task and for each dataset. In the following, we discuss the
results and highlight our key findings.
3 referring

to the average improvement on different metrics throughout this paper.
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Table 2: Link prediction performance on both WikiPeople and JF17K.
Dataset
Transformation
Setting

Method

WikiPeople
Head/Tail Prediction
Relation Prediction
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1

Null Model

TransE
TransH
TransR
TransD
Rescal
DistMult
ComplEx
Analogy
ConvE

0.2021
0.1998
0.2009
0.1083
0.1325
0.1144
0.1050
0.1144
0.2383

0.4377
0.4400
0.4355
0.3416
0.2986
0.3083
0.2932
0.2991
0.4548

0.1031
0.0992
0.1015
0.0074
0.0626
0.0385
0.0329
0.0406
0.1470

0.2060
0.2203
0.1485
0.2985
0.6561
0.4281
0.3719
0.4178

0.2626
0.2909
0.1972
0.4816
0.8174
0.5520
0.4467
0.4903
N/A

0.1683
0.1785
0.1196
0.2089
0.5474
0.3315
0.3093
0.3535

0.1916
0.1916
0.1921
0.0626
0.1095
0.0997
0.0828
0.0917
0.2270

0.3553
0.3529
0.3603
0.1890
0.2031
0.2145
0.1824
0.1952
0.4174

0.1079
0.1093
0.1085
0.0028
0.0630
0.0475
0.0382
0.0438
0.1357

0.6240
0.6382
0.6201
0.2155
0.5679
0.0512
0.1283
0.1167

0.7356
0.7543
0.7207
0.2894
0.6781
0.2255
0.3277
0.2495
N/A

0.5522
0.5623
0.5543
0.1718
0.4954
0.0323
0.0474
0.0581

Basic

TransE
TransH
TransR
TransD
Rescal
DistMult
ComplEx
Analogy
ConvE

0.3242
0.3206
0.3264
0.2200
0.2772
0.2468
0.2466
0.2521
0.4781

0.6064
0.6029
0.6090
0.5414
0.4915
0.5087
0.4944
0.5033
0.6533

0.1216
0.1155
0.1236
0.0205
0.1404
0.0645
0.0648
0.0688
0.3666

0.3482
0.3724
0.2446
0.5657
0.7936
0.6008
0.5676
0.5984

0.4200
0.4448
0.4996
0.8804
0.9023
0.6776
0.6135
0.6386
N/A

0.2734
0.2980
0.1651
0.4160
0.7306
0.5479
0.5367
0.5699

0.2556
0.2570
0.2806
0.1343
0.1709
0.1752
0.1669
0.1776
0.3190

0.4529
0.4564
0.4974
0.3105
0.3340
0.3531
0.3307
0.3471
0.5470

0.1576
0.1619
0.1791
0.0501
0.0952
0.0955
0.0906
0.0996
0.2129

0.8574
0.8618
0.8431
0.6803
0.7887
0.2779
0.2380
0.2667

0.9064
0.9134
0.8924
0.7872
0.8491
0.5340
0.3445
0.4247
N/A

0.8270
0.8328
0.8137
0.6189
0.7480
0.1381
0.1765
0.1773

Relation Path

TransE
TransH
TransR
TransD
Rescal
DistMult
ComplEx
Analogy
ConvE

0.3191
0.3198
0.3214
0.2083
0.2637
0.2400
0.2415
0.2443
0.4700

0.6067
0.6084
0.6086
0.5228
0.4780
0.4987
0.4861
0.4936
0.6537

0.1160
0.1155
0.1167
0.0146
0.1255
0.0588
0.0672
0.0688
0.3527

0.2773
0.2399
0.1593
0.3344
0.7535
0.5787
0.4975
0.5139

0.3379
0.3267
0.2154
0.5053
0.8673
0.6429
0.5415
0.5555
N/A

0.2444
0.1906
0.1272
0.2443
0.6895
0.5360
0.4716
0.4887

0.2832
0.2863
0.3075
0.1279
0.1692
0.2261
0.2193
0.2244
0.3665

0.4826
0.4899
0.5170
0.3204
0.3188
0.4084
0.3930
0.3986
0.5876

0.1832
0.1850
0.2051
0.0362
0.0966
0.1368
0.1352
0.1413
0.2574

0.8251
0.8179
0.6866
0.4333
0.8336
0.2817
0.2126
0.2523

0.8940
0.8897
0.7779
0.5561
0.8957
0.5551
0.3361
0.4308
N/A

0.7814
0.7738
0.6383
0.3676
0.7914
0.1574
0.1477
0.1625

Reification

TransE
TransH
TransR
TransD
Rescal
DistMult
ComplEx
Analogy
ConvE

0.3207
0.3244
0.3225
0.2123
0.2751
0.2276
0.2365
0.2478
0.4657

0.5977
0.6011
0.6002
0.5253
0.4815
0.4867
0.4795
0.4901
0.6434

0.1224
0.1242
0.1225
0.0195
0.1430
0.0519
0.0614
0.0718
0.3559

0.3253
0.3160
0.2396
0.5293
0.7684
0.5902
0.5375
0.5838

0.3850
0.3873
0.2968
0.8611
0.8816
0.6611
0.5882
0.6277
N/A

0.2747
0.2694
0.1817
0.3821
0.7053
0.5422
0.5039
0.5562

0.2285
0.2302
0.2838
0.0950
0.1354
0.1523
0.1325
0.1329
0.3469

0.3806
0.3815
0.4722
0.2121
0.2608
0.2888
0.2552
0.2594
0.5410

0.1503
0.1538
0.1914
0.0366
0.0759
0.0875
0.0760
0.0742
0.2500

0.8793
0.8774
0.8751
0.5562
0.6958
0.1135
0.1311
0.1548

0.9187
0.9218
0.9157
0.6610
0.7620
0.3251
0.2451
0.2983
N/A

0.8559
0.8506
0.8510
0.5010
0.6556
0.0332
0.0717
0.0852

Original

m-TransH
RAE
NALP
NALP-Fix
HINGE

0.0633
0.0586
0.4084
0.4202
0.4763

0.3006
0.3064
0.5461
0.5564
0.5846

0.0633
0.0586
0.3311
0.3429
0.4154

0.2060
0.2153
0.2209
0.2446
0.4489

0.4627
0.4668
0.3310
0.3585
0.6236

0.2060
0.2153
0.1650
0.1852
0.3611

0.4818
0.8200
0.9500

4.3.1 Comparison with Baselines Learning from Triplets Only. We
observe that our HINGE model consistently outperforms all baselines learning from triplets only, for all three dataset transformation
settings. Specifically, the Basic setting simply discards the key-value
pairs, causing irreversible information loss, while the Relation Path
and Reification settings create extra entities/relations which indeed
distract the embedding models from capturing the essential information for link prediction from the input KG. We compute the
average improvement of HINGE over the best-performing baselines
for each dataset transformation settings in Table 3. We observe that

N/A
N/A
0.8516
0.9757
0.9977

0.3198
0.7197
0.9159

JF17K
Head/Tail Prediction
Relation Prediction
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1

0.6391
0.7469
0.9367

N/A
N/A
0.8215
0.8921
0.9894

0.5472
0.6665
0.9014

HINGE yields significant improvement in most cases, showing improvements of up to 41.45% on head/tail prediction and of up to
24.65% on relation prediction.
One exception is for the head/tail prediction on WikiPeople with
the Basic setting, where the improvement is marginal (0.81%). We
further find that the best-performing baseline in this case is ConvE,
which is indeed the most competitive baseline in head/tail prediction in all cases (see Table 2). Note that similar to our HINGE, ConvE
also uses a 2D CNN layer for feature extraction from entity/relation
embeddings in triplets, yielding good performance on head/tail prediction. The marginal improvement can be explained by the dominance of triple facts in WikiPeople dataset (97.4% triple facts vs 2.6%
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Table 3: Improvement of HINGE over the best-performing
baselines learning from triplets only. The best performing
baselines are highlight in Table 2. The Null Model setting is
excluded due to its very low performance.

In addition, we also find that the baseline methods learning from
hyper-relational facts (i.e., m-TransH, RAE, NaLP and our NaLPFix) yield, surprisingly, worse performance in many cases than
the best-performing baselines learning from triplets only. This can
be explained by the fact that their n-ary representation of hyperrelational facts indeed ignores the triplet structure, by converting a
hyper-relational fact (h, r , t) with (ki , vi ), i = 1, ..., n, into a set of
key-value pairs {rh :h, r t :t, ki :vi }, i = 1, ..., n. However, as the triplet
structure serves as the fundamental data structure in KGs and thus
preserves essential information for link prediction in the KGs, even
though these methods can learn from key-value pairs associated
with triplets in hyper-relational facts, their ignorance of the triplet
structure results in subpar performance.

Dataset
Transformation
Setting
Basic
Relation Path
Reification

WikiPeople
Head/Tail
Relation
Prediction Prediction
0.81%
18.55%
2.85%
24.65%
3.28%
22.22%

JF17K
Head/Tail
Relation
Prediction Prediction
41.45%
8.41%
22.96%
12.24%
29.71%
6.52%

hyper-relational facts in both training and test datasets), where both
HINGE and ConvE perform well. In contrast, on the JF17K dataset,
which contains a significant portion of hyper-relational facts (57.8%
triple facts vs 42.2% hyper-relational facts in the training dataset
and 42.4% triple facts vs 57.6% hyper-relational facts in the test
dataset), HINGE significantly outperforms ConvE by leveraging
key-value pairs in the hyper-relational facts (while ConvE learns
from a transformed dataset using one of our data transformation
settings). In addition, we also highlight that ConvE is specifically
designed for head/tail prediction only, and is not applicable to the
relation prediction task.
Another interesting observation is that, compared to the Basic
setting, the Relation Path and Reification settings yield worse results
in general. For example, on WikiPeople, compared to the Basic
setting, the Relation Path setting shows an average performance
drop of 3.4% on head/tail prediction and 20.5% on relation prediction
(the Reification setting shows 2.2% and 5.7% performance drop,
respectively). This further verifies that even though the Relation
Path and Reification settings preserve the complete information of
a hyper-relational fact, the extra created entities/relations indeed
distract the KG embeddings from capturing essential information
for link prediction in the input KG.
4.3.2 Comparison with Baselines Learning from Hyper-Relational
Facts. We observe that our proposed model HINGE consistently outperforms all other baselines learning from hyper-relational facts.
Among the methods learning from the n-ary representation of
hyper-relational facts (i.e., m-TransH, RAE and NaLP), NaLP shows
the best performance, as it learns the relatedness between keyvalue (relation-entity) pairs while m-TransH and RAE learn from
entities only. Note that m-TransH and RAE result in very low performance on WikiPeople, which is probably due to the weak presence
of hyper-relational facts in WikiPeople while and m-TransH and
RAE are designed for hyper-relational facts. Moreover, compared to
NaLP, NaLP-Fix (with our fixed negative sampling process) consistently shows better performance, with a slight improvement of 2.8%
in head/tail prediction, and a tremendous improvement of 69.9%
in relation prediction on WikiPeople (10.4% and 15.8% on JFK17K,
respectively). This verifies the effectiveness of our fixed negative
sampling process, in particular for relation prediction. Finally, compared to the best-performing baseline NaLP-Fix, HINGE shows a
13.2% improvement on the head/tail prediction task, and a 15.1%
improvement on the relation prediction task on WikiPeople (84.1%
and 23.8% on JF17K, respectively).

4.4

Link Prediction Performance on Triple and
Hyper-Relational Facts

In this experiment, we look into the breakdown of link prediction performance on triple and hyper-relational facts. We compare
HINGE with NaLP-Fix only, as it is the best-performing baseline
learning from hyper-relational facts.
Table 4 shows the results. We observe that HINGE consistently
achieves the best performance on both types of facts. In addition, we
also find that while the performance of both methods on triple facts
is higher than on hyper-relational facts on WikiPeople, we have a
completely opposite observation on JF17K, i.e., the performance on
triple facts is obviously lower than on hyper-relational facts. This
can be explained by the dataset statistics. Where the JF17K dataset
has a significant presence of hyper-relational facts (42.2% and 73.6%
in the training and test datasets, respectively), WikiPeople contains
much fewer hyper-relational facts (2.6% in both the training and
test datasets).

4.5

Key/Value Prediction Performance

In this experiment, we study the performance of HINGE on a
key/value prediction task. Specifically, as a hyper-relational fact
may contains a set of key-value pairs (ki , vi ), with i = 1, ..., n, associated with the base triplet (h, r, t), this task tries to predict a
missing key (?, vi ) or a missing value (ki , ?) in a hyper-relational
fact. Our evaluation protocol is similar to the one from the link prediction task. Taking the case of predicting a missing key (?, vi ) as an
example, we first replace the missing key with all possible relations,
resulting in a set of candidate hyper-relational facts. After filtering
out the other true facts (existing in the training/test datasets) except
the test fact itself, we feed the remaining candidate hyper-relational
facts to an embedding model to output predicted scores. By ranking the candidate facts according to their scores, we report MRR,
Hits@10 and Hits@1. The same evaluation protocol and metrics
also apply to predicting a missing value (ki , ?). Similar to the previous experiment, we compare HINGE only with NaLP-Fix, which is
the best-performing baseline learning from hyper-relational facts.
Table 5 shows the results. We observe that HINGE consistently
outperforms NaLP-Fix, showing a 6.0% improvement on the value
prediction task, and a 29.4% improvement on the key prediction
task on WikiPeople (28.7% and 28.6% on JF17K, respectively).
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Table 4: Link prediction performance on triple and hyper-relational facts.

NaLP-Fix
HINGE

WikiPeople
Head/Tail Prediction
Relation Prediction
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
0.4216
0.5592 0.3436 0.8057
0.9728 0.7022
0.4765 0.5874 0.3937 0.9493 0.9979 0.9145

JF17K
Head/Tail Prediction
Relation Prediction
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
0.0901
0.1802 0.0464 0.6005
0.8253 0.4806
0.2641 0.4965 0.1572 0.8723 0.9846 0.7965

NaLP-Fix
HINGE

0.3050
0.3213

0.3420
0.5850

Fact Type

Method

Triple
Fact
Hyper-relational
Fact

0.4757
0.4888

0.2154
0.2322

0.7605
0.9432

0.9476
1.0000

0.6517
0.8876

0.4760
0.7172

0.2693
0.5112

0.8542
0.9841

0.9381
0.9929

0.8067
0.9785

Table 5: Key/Value prediction performance on hyper-relational facts.

Method
NaLP-Fix
HINGE

WikiPeople
Value Prediction
Key Prediction
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
0.5301
0.6377
0.4581
0.7121
0.8713
0.6317
0.5552
0.6647 0.5000 0.9402
0.9910 0.9007

Figure 3: Impact of the number of filters n f

4.6

Parameter Sensitivity Study

Finally, we study the impact of two key parameters in HINGE, i.e.,
the number of filters n f used in the CNNs, and the embedding
dimension K. First, by fixing the embedding dimension K = 100,
we vary the number of filters n f from 10 to 800 on a log scale, and
show its impact on the link prediction tasks for both datasets in
Figure 3. We observe that when increasing n f , the performance
starts to increase, and then flatten out when n f ≥ 400 in most
cases. Second, by fixing the number of filters n f = 400, we vary
the embedding dimension K from 5 to 200 on a log scale, and show
its impact on the link prediction tasks for both datasets in Figure 4.
Similar to the case of n f , we observe that when increasing K, the
performance starts to increase, and then flatten out when K ≥ 100
in most cases. Therefore, we set the number of filters n f = 400 and
the embedding dimension K = 100, in all previous experiments.

5

CONCLUSION

Existing Knowledge Graph embedding techniques mostly represent
a KG as a set of triplets, and then learn entity/relation embeddings from such triplets while preserving the essential information
for link prediction in the KG. However, this triplet representation
oversimplifies the complex nature of the data stored in the KG,
in particular for hyper-relational facts, where each fact contains
not only a base triplet (h, r, t), but also its associated key-value

JF17K
Value Prediction
Key Prediction
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
MRR Hit@10 Hit@1
0.4251
0.5789
0.3426
0.7643
0.8970
0.6945
0.5506
0.6880 0.4714 0.9986
0.9996 0.9978

Figure 4: Impact of the embedding dimension K
pairs (k, v). Even though a few recent techniques learn from such
data using an n-ary representation (i.e., a set of key-value pairs
only without any triplet), they result in suboptimal models due to
their ignorance of the triplet structure, which, as we show in this
paper, is the fundamental structure in modern KGs and encodes
essential information for link prediction. Against this background,
we proposed HINGE, a hyper-relational KG embedding model. It
captures not only the primary structural information of the KG
from the triplets, but also the correlation between each triplet and
its associated key-value pairs. Our extensive evaluation shows the
superiority of HINGE on various link prediction tasks over KGs
using two real-world KG datasets. In particular, HINGE consistently
outperforms not only the KG embedding methods learning from
triplets only (by 0.81-41.45% depending on the link prediction tasks
and settings), but also the methods learning from hyper-relational
facts using n-ary representations (by 13.2-84.1%).
In the future, we plan to investigate the hyper-relational KG
embedding problem further by taking into consideration other
types of data in a KG, such as numerical and text literals, or multimodal data such as images.
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